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The few simple laws of tensor algebra offer a basis for a very natural approach to the theory of algebraic invariants. In the study of algebraic invariants a ground form is chosen as, for example, the bilinear w-ary form a p9 u p v°% and the quantities u r and v s are transformed linearly by cogredient transformations such as
(1) ü r = u>q p r .
If the equivalent transformed form be now written âpaûfiv") the transformation equations for the a's are or what is equivalent, q 8 r is equal to the cofactor of p 8 r in the determinant \p s r \, divided by this determinant. In tensor algebra the two equations of transformation (1) and (2) illustrate two types of tensors, that is, sets of ordered functions which are transformed in this linear manner. The set of quantities u p is called a contravariant tensor of rank 1 since the transformed quantities are each expressed linearly in the q's. The set of quantities a r8 with two lower indices * Presented to the Society, February 26, 1927, except §2. t National Research Fellow. t Repeated Greek letters are summed from 1 to n. Such a form is ordinarily written a p<r x p y ff . In the theory of surfaces, with the constant values at a point, of a given tehsor such as a r8 may be associated arbitrary vectors, in this case two, u r and v 8 . Thus when a general transformation of coordinates is made the vectors are transformed linearly, so the theory of algebraic invariants is applicable at the point. illustrate a covariant tensor of rank 2. These terms covariant and contravariant are used differently in the classical theory of invariants. Here the terminology of tensor algebra will be used.
The three laws of tensor algebra which follow directly from the defining transformation equations are as follows.
(a) in which every permutation of the set r appears and the ITs are arbitrary scalars, possesses this property. It has been proved* moreover that there are no other invariant tensors. The tensor ô£;;,*, obtained from (4) by assigning B the values ± 1 according as the permutation on r of the 8's of which B is the coefficient is even or odd, since it transforms by invariance will (as does Y^'.î*) satisfy the equation
Setting k=*n and Y\
This is usually written as shown that the determination of all algebraic invariants reduces to an exercise of the three laws of tensor algebra.
Let us suppose that we have a system of forms determined by the coefficients (or covariant tensors)
• • -, c...r h . Assuming the theorems, which depend upon elementary considerations on the arbitrariness of these forms, that only functions homogeneous in each of the tensors separately need be considered, we know that a typical term of an algebraic invariant is
and the invariant is representable as
theK's being undetermined constants. An algebraic invariant must by definition be transformed according to the equation Ï = I-F, where / is exactly the same function of the coefficients of the transformed forms as is / of the original foims. Assuming further the well known theorem, which is a consequence of the assumption that I is rational, that F is an integral power of the modulus of the transformation, say A w where A= |^>J|, we may write this equation in the form
On the other hand, since A is a tensor, we have
The right members of these equations are identically equal for arbitrary p's; hence k=wn. Multiplying (6) by A and (9) by w e's, we find, by direct substitution of this new (6) into this new (9), (11) For example, if the vectors in the bilinear form apaU p v° have but two components (w = 2, the binary bilinear form), we may form the algebraic invariant h7sa p<r . The vanishing of this indicates that ara -dar in all coordinate systems.
The property remains true for any n but then we have a tensor that is not an algebraic invariant. The property of being skew symmetric is a property that carries over to any new form yet the condition is not expressible as an algebraic invariant but only as a tensor. This condition is expressed by the tensor equation ir£ <z P , = 0, (<; = oft + «;«ƒ), or a rH = -a 8r .
In a new coordinate system this becomes 7r?sâ p<r = 0, from which we find â rs =-ö ar . The method of obtaining other types of symmetry conditions for tensors with the use of the 5 or 7 tensors is apparent.* 5. Bilinear Forms.
With the two-index tensor a r9 the following invariant of weight one may be formed if n is even (equal to 2i, say) :
If we seek the invariants of weight two, the degree must equal n, for example (15) e p»-v»-x»r * ' <Wn-
The set of indices either p or a on the elements is called a range. If the tensor is not symmetric the indices of an e need not be summed with a range. There will then be many invariants like (15). If, however, they are summed with a range, the second e merely multiplies the invariant by n\. 6. Systems of Bilinear Forms. Explicit expressions for a system of bilinear forms are readily written. Represent the system by
The following is a set of invariants of the forms :
The q's may be distinct or repeated (see reference in §3) and any of the elements may be outer products of elements of linear forms.
7. Trilinear Forms, With a given tensor a r8 t it is only necessary to construct inner tensor products with the tensors e p i--P n so that all indices on the elements are summed. All such are algebraic invariants and all algebraic invariants are thus acquired. To illustrate in detail a simple case, choose n = 2 and require umbral letters on an e to be associated with indices of a range. Such invariants will also be invariants of the cubic, for which a rst is symmetrical. Thus consider the invariant of degree 4 and weight 6 of the binary cubic This expression is 2! times the invariant represented in the same manner by the symbolic method. 8.
Conclusion.
We have here laid down a basis for a development of the theory of algebraic invariants which is applicable to tensors of any type. Transition can be made to the symbolic method which now becomes established without the use of ideal vectors. The computation seems particularly more simple than for the symbolic method.
The e symbols have been used throughout and the number of indices on an e was always the same as the number of components of a vector in n-space or as the number of variables used to represent a point in (n -l)-space in homogeneous coordinates. If in any of the formulas we replace an e r i•••*•»» or e 8l ... 8n by a ô£"£j; and allow k to be less than n, each algebraic invariant becomes an alternating tensor which has 1 distinct component for k = n and more components for k<n. This observation shows rather clearly the position algebraic invariants occupy in tensor algebra and again among alternating tensors. The reason that algebraic invariants have been of greater interest lies in the fact that the vanishing of an algebraic invariant gives but one condition while the vanishing of any other tensor is a much stronger condition since it gives rise to as many conditions as the tensor has distinct components.* PRINCETON UNIVERSITY *F. L. Hitchcock has written a number of papers bearing upon the subject of this paper, in particular see A new method in the theory of quantics, Journal of Mathematics and Physics, vol. 4 (1925) , p. 238. If his view point is adopted in this paper, the results remain true if the indices associated with each e and with the indices of A that are multiplied innerly with this c are cogredient, that is, we know that all invariants are obtained by these methods. Further we know that ail such upon specialization by making all indices cogredient become algebraic invariants. Then, however, the question would still remain open as to whether these included all algebraic invariants.
